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Description:

Aluminum rolled products are primarily used in packaging, transportation and construction sectors. Global consumption of aluminum rolled products amounted to 23.8 million tons in 2015, up 5.1% from a year ago and a 1.5 percentage points slowdown from 2014. Packaging industry took the largest proportion of aluminum rolled products consumption (41%), followed by the transportation sector (23%).

It is projected that global consumption of aluminum rolled products will hit 30 million tons in 2020 at a CAGR of around 5% with the transportation likely surpassing packaging to become the largest application market of aluminum rolling.

China, as the world's most important aluminum processing & consumption base, produced 10.70 million tons of aluminum sheets & strips and 2.665 million tons of aluminum foils in 2015, a year-on-year rise of 8.5% and 0.6%, respectively. The output of aluminum sheets & strips and foils is expected to maintain a pace of about 7% and 5% during 2016-2020, separately.

Packaging and transportation are the largest two sectors for aluminum rolled products in China, making up 17% and 15% in 2015, respectively. Thanks to rapid growth in demand from automobile, MU (Multiple Units), urban rail subway, and airplane markets, the transportation will generate the largest demand for aluminum rolled products over the next four years with its share increasing to 21%.

The world's major producers of aluminum rolled products are Novelis, Alcoa, Furuk/SLM/TAA, Hydro, Aleris and Constellium, holding a combined market share of 40% (by sales volume) in 2015, of which Novelis occupied the largest proportion (14%), followed by Alcoa.

Due to technical constraints, Chinese producers of aluminum rolled products focus mainly on blank and mid - to lower range products markets, compared with predominance of foreign players in high-end aluminum sheets/strips market. Domestic enterprises, including Shandong Nanshan Aluminium Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Dingsheng New Energy Materials, Zhejiang Dongjiang New Material, Henan MingtaiAl.

Industrial, Shandong Weiqiao Aluminum & Electricity, and Tianjin Zhongwang Aluminium Industry, have strengthened their presence in high-end aluminum sheets & strips and foils like automotive aluminum sheets and aerospace aluminum sheet in recent years.

Novelis: the world's largest producer of aluminum rolled products; production bases across 11 countries; the first factory put into production in 2014 in China has annual capacity of 120,000 t/a automotive aluminum sheets.

Aleris: the world's third largest producer of aluminum rolled products with a market share of roughly 4% in 2015. Phase I of Zhenjiang-based production base in China went into operation in 2013 with capacity of 25,000 t/a aerospace aluminum sheets, and Phase II being built with annual capacity of 100,000-ton high-end automotive aluminum alloy sheet (including 80,000-ton automotive body sheets) is expected to start production in early 2017.

Shandong Nanshan Aluminium: a core producer of aluminum rolled products in China with a market share of around 9.6% (by sales volume). The projects under construction include 200,000 t/a ultra-large high-performance specialty aluminum alloy production line (mainly aerospace and automotive aluminum sheets) and 40,000 t/a high-precision and multi-purpose aluminum foil production line.

Jiangsu Dingsheng New Energy Materials: a key aluminum foil enterprise in China with production capacity of 1.185 million t/a. The company has 7 aluminum sheet/strip/foil projects under construction in 2016, and will add capacity of 1.85 million t/a when all these projects go into operation.

Global and China Aluminum Rolling (Aluminum Sheets, Strips and Foils) Industry Report, 2016-2020 highlights the followings:
- Global and China's primary aluminum and aluminum processing industries (market supply & demand, prices, import & export, etc.);

- Global aluminum rolling (market demand, product structure, regional structure, etc.);

- Aluminum sheets/strips and foils in China (policies, production lines, market supply & demand, import & export, competitive landscape, etc.);

- Demand from key downstream sectors including construction, packaging, automobile, high-speed rail, subway, electric power, etc.;

- 8 global aluminum rolling enterprises (operation, development in China, etc.);

- 20 key Chinese aluminum rolling enterprises (operation, development strategy, etc.);
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